A report issued today on the state of the Eastern Interconnection, the collection of power systems serving two-thirds of the US and Canada, describes the coordinated planning undertaken to maintain the reliability of the bulk power system.

The Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC) provides a forum for interregional coordination of the combined plans of its regional members. The work undertaken by EIPC evaluates how well the regional plans mesh into a combined plan for the interconnection. The planners of EIPC have tested the resiliency of the grid through a variety of planning evaluations and current initiatives outlined in this report — including roll-up integration case analyses, production costing simulation database development, frequency response analysis, electric-gas coordination and modeling coordination. The report also outlines EIPC’s activities in support of state and federal policymakers and agencies.

“The transmission planners who make up the EIPC are pleased to report that the Eastern Interconnection remains strong, and that individual and collective transmission planning activities have yielded a system that is reliable and well-coordinated on both a regional and interconnection-wide basis,” said Zach Smith, vice president for System & Resource Planning at New York Independent System Operator and chairman of the EIPC Executive Committee.

“Nevertheless, looking forward, the grid is being challenged in new ways as the profile of the generation fleet and customer demands are rapidly changing. Continued vigilance and effective use of planning tools and coordination with policymakers are essential for ensuring that today’s strong and reliable grid
remains so in the future."

The report was produced by the EIPC, a coalition of 19 major transmission planning coordinators responsible for the planning and operation of the bulk power grid throughout the Eastern Interconnection.

"The report serves as an informational tool for policy makers and regulators," said Smith. "It provides objective information from those directly charged with the responsibility to plan a reliable transmission grid in the Eastern Interconnection. It addresses the present and future state of transmission planning for bulk power grid reliability and the interregional coordination of those efforts. Given the size and the significant diversity within the interconnection, the insights among the planning coordinators provide a robust view on planning the transmission grid of the future."

The Report is posted on the EIPC website at:  https://eipconline.com/eipcstudydocuments
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